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Figure 4.53 This shows the Tone 
Curve in Point Curve editing mode with 
the Green channel selected.

Figure 4.52 This shows the Tone 
Curve in Point Curve editing mode in 
the default RGB curve mode.

1. In this example I took one of the shots from the book cover photo shoot 

and opened it in the Develop module. As you can see, I had already applied some 

desaturation to the colors in this photo.

2. I then desaturated the image further and went to the Tone Curve panel to 

apply the parametric curve adjustments shown here.

3.  Lastly, I switched the Tone Curve panel to the point curve editor mode and 

adjusted the red, green, and blue channel curves separately to achieve a custom 

split tone effect.

RGB curves
In Lightroom 4 you now have the option to edit the red, green, and blue channel 

curves separately, just as you can in Photoshop. This is only possible though if 

you have updated a photo to Process 2012. Do this and in the Tone Curve panel 

(Figure 4.52), you will see a Channel menu, which defaults to the RGB curve 

editing mode. If you click to open the pop-up menu you will see the channel 

curve options shown in Figure 4.53. When editing an image in Photoshop, the 

ability to edit the individual color channels is a useful feature to have. This is 

because in Photoshop you need the fine level of control that Curves adjustments 

can offer when color-editing a rendered pixel image. In the case of Lightroom one 

can argue that such controls are less necessary, especially since the White Balance 

tool and camera profiles should provide you with all the color correction tools you 

need when editing photographs in Lightroom. Having RGB curves in Lightroom 

means that we now have extra tools to work with when adjusting color. Just be 

aware that there is a fair amount of overlap with the functionality of the white 

balance controls (which I would still advise you to use first when correcting color), 

as well as some of the other controls such as the Split Toning panel (see page 

342). However, RGB curves do extend the color editing possibilities. They can be 

useful for correcting photos shot under mixed lighting conditions and, as is shown 

here, I found that it is possible to achieve split toning effects that are distinctly 

different from those that can be achieved using the regular Split Toning panel.

Tip
RgB Curves allow you to push the 

boundaries when editing color 

images. For example, you can use 

this feature to apply strong colored 

overlay effects.


